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ARCHARCH--E SizeE Size
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ARCHARCH E SizeE Size
Flatbed Color ScannerFlatbed Color Scanner

※The product shown may differ slightly from actual products.
※The scanning speed depends on your PC’s specs

■ One CCD Sensor, One Camera System, Jointless Scanning.

■ An ARCH-E size color document can be scanned in approx. 17 seconds in 300 dpi/high-speed mode. 

■ Resolution is adjustable by 1 dpi increments within the range from 50 dpi to 2000 dpi.

■ Flatbed scanning does not damage documents. The coordinate precision is extremely high.

※The scanning speed depends on your PC s specs.
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■ The scanner is equipped with Dual White LED system of  both forward and backward directions. 

It can control light intensity individually, thereby the scanner can emphasizes a shadow. 

■ The scanning area (36 inch in horizontal scanning×50 inch in vertical scanning) fully covers ARCH-E dimensions.

■ Gigabit (1000 base-T) Ethernet interface connects with PCs.   (※Please contact us about supported OS.)

■ A foot switch is available as an option.

Product name ARCH-E Size Flatbed Color Scanner ｢K-IS-A0FW｣

Scanner Type Flatbed (scanned with document fixed)
Height
810mm

Scanner Type Flatbed (scanned with document fixed)

Light source Dual White LED system of  both forward and backward directions.

Control of Individual light intensity.(0%～100%)

Optical system Minification optical system

Sensor RGB 3-line CCD

Document size 36.2 inch (horizontal scanning)×50.0 inch (vertical scanning)

(fully covers ARCH-E size)

Optical resolution 1000 dpi

Read resolution Adjustable by 1 dpi increments with the range from 50 dpi to 2000 dpi

Scan speed Approx. 17 seconds in 300dpi/high-speed mode (ARCH-E size) 

Accuracy +/-0.1% +/-1% pixel

Pi l d ti 12 bit f h d d bl Width

Depth
1240mm

Pixel gradation 12 bits for each red, green and blue.

Data output 24/36bit color, 16/8bit gray, 1bit black and white

Interface 1000base-T network connection

Outside dimensions W: 1,880mm × D: 1,240mm × H: 810mm

Weight 280kg

Power supply AC100-240V 50/60Hz 

Width
1880mm



■ Aupier Gigastitch allows you to stitch and join multiple sections of

Wide format Raster Stitching and Editing software
< Comprehensive image editing tools >

■ Aupier-Gigastitch allows you to stitch and join multiple sections of 
scanned images such as large maps, drawings and aerial photographs, 
to create one image efficiently. 

■ Advanced editing tools will satisfy both casual users and professional users 
whose scanning needs are more comprehensive.

< Thresholding >< Clipping Pass Function >< Stitching Images with 2 points >

Identify 2 points on the images to stitch. 
Each points can be identified by the Image 
Correlation function.

Converts old and colored originals to Black and 
White clean originals. （※Converts 24bit color 
original to monochrome image）

Enables images to be joined together with a 
specified shaped joining line to make an 
invisible stitch where the images overlap. 

KB-Copy Ver2KB-Copy Ver2
Copy＆Scan Software ■ The KB-Copy is the copy & scan software which you can easy operate with touch 

panel as a copier. It is possible to make enlarged/reduced copies to established 
output unit via Windows driver.

Wide format printer
Multifunction 

Printer

■ Light source Forward, backward, both directions LED system

ARCH-D Size Flatbed Color Scanner （Optical resolution 400dpi/800dpi）

K-IS-A1FW/ K-IS-A1FWK-IS-A1FW/ K-IS-A1FW

Save（TIFF, Jpeg, PDF, etc）

※Caution: Users are requested to be fully aware of the points below when using a scanner for duplication.
●Duplication of bank motes, coinsm stock certificates, etc. is illegal and punishable.                   
●Duplication of certificates, driver’s licenses, passports, public documents, etc. is also prohibited by law and punishable.
●Copyrighted works can be duplicated only when approved by copyright holders, unless such duplicated items are subject to personal/family use or within a similarly limited scope.

※Microsoft Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the US and other countries.     ※Other product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of respective companies.     ※Specifications are subject to change without notice for improvement.

■ Document size 36 inch (horizontal)×48 inch (vertical) (fully covers ARCH-D)

■ Resolution Adjustable by 1 dpi increments with the range from 50 dpi to 800 dpi

■ Scan speed Approx. 17.5 seconds in 400dpi/high-speed mode (ARCH-D size)  

■ Dimensions W:1,620mm × D: 859.5mm ×H: 1,024mm 

■ Weight 157kg (Include stand)
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